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Why digitalization is the
ultimate solution to our
archaic learning models?
To be successful in the workplace of the
future, people will need to have the right
digital education. Be it in school, at university
or at job, digitization of education, interactive
classrooms, and transformative strategies is
the only solution that can build the future of
tomorrow. D-Square Solution offers a wide
variety of products and cutting-edge solution
to transform learning from an academic
exercise to an engaging experience.

Introducing D-Square Solution
Founded in 2016, D-Square Solution is a mission-driven consulting and innovative product-based company
revolutionizing the education system in India. With a comprehensive suite of instructional solutions, smart
products, and end-to-end consulting, we aim to use emerging technologies to improve education for children
through interactive learning.
Empowering a collaborative and constructivist approach in combination with digital learning techniques, smart
products, and advanced strategies, we strive to offer innovation, scalability, and affordable solutions to the
education community.

Vision

Mission
We aim to become one of the leading
education consultants by facilitating
inclusive and equitable quality education
and promote lifelong learning opportunities
to uplift the society.

To accomplish enabling K12 stakeholders
and CSR corporate with holistic education
opportunities thus consistently improving
the quality of education as a social
commitment towards the community.
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Our Products
Building tomorrow’s future beyond books with the learner-centric education
consulting approach!

Tech Class
An interactive classroom solution
empowering teachers
Tech Class is an innovative and intuitive digital
solution for enhanced learning with an
interactive flat panel, interactive board,
whiteboard, short/long throw DLP projector, and
speakers, etc. It is designed to transform the
learning environments in today’s modern
classroom with path-breaking solutions.

Science Center
Nurturing science proficiency in an
interactive way
Science center is an innovative science lab
solution with hands-on ‘learning through
experience’ concept that puts experience,
imagination, and motivation back in science.
While living up to the true meaning of a
lab, our practical solution provides a better
understanding of all science and
maths concepts seamlessly with proper
working models.

Empowering interactive learning through a constructivist approach in combination with cutting-edge
technologies. At D-Square, digital education is blended to perfection to render 3600 learning through adaptive
platforms and smart school products.

Planetarium
Digital gateway to understand Planetary
Science
The Planetarium dome is a new way of learning
about the magical world of astronomy making it
fun and an unforgettable experience. The virtual
dome delivers a revolutionary way to experience
the knowledge aboutscience, astronomy, stars,
galaxy geology, physical geography, and more.

Math-a-Magic
Making maths learning fun & interactive for
K-8 learners
D-Square Math-a-Magic is an adaptive, digital
math program designed to complement
classroom instruction and deliver results. It
is one-of-its-kind math curriculum system
making mathematics learning fun and relevant
with an engaging game-like activity. It is one of
the fastest mathematics systems in the world
enabling students to solve sums per minute and
even quick and accurate results are provided.

Our Solutions
Learning today, leading tomorrow’s modern classroom with experiential learning
and a set of consulting solutions!
Empowering continual improvement with innovative classroom strategy and consulting solutions. Elevate the
child’s knowledge with endless learning possibilities in combination with innovative solutions

Turnkey Education Consulting

K-12 Curriculum Solution

Holistic solution for operations management

Holistic curriculum planning and strategizing

D-Square Solutions offers turnkey educational
consulting, strategic planning, curriculum
consulting, platform suggestions, STEM
solutions, and operational support to various
schools government bodies, CSR organizations,
and other children development organizations.
It helps promote quality education while making
the learning experience challenging, engaging,
and inspiring for the learners.

Take your K-12 education to the next level
with our customized educational content
development services. Our comprehensive
solution provides opportunities to analyze,
act, and learn through impactful audio-visuals,
personalized activities, simulations, lessons,
interactive books, plans, assessment’s, and
more.

DSTEM Self-learning Solution

Life Skill Program

Activity box that guarantee fun and
experiential learning

Empowering skill development through
interactive activities

D-Square STEM (Science, Technology,
Engineering, and Mathematics) self-learning
kits for grade 2-12are perfect DIY solutions that
deepens the core concepts of students through
playful engagement. Enhancing the creative,
practical, and analytical intelligence of a child,
STEM education makes self-learning fun and
interactive with hands-on exercises.

Life Skill Programme is the new mantra of
Indian education that assists students to learn
important life skills required to more effectively
manage the challenges in their lives. Delivered in
primary and secondary students and to children
in the government schools, our program includes
the overall development of young children in
important areas of life.

“

Our mission is to prepare students, teachers, and corporates for a world that is being
transformed by a host of emerging technologies. We connect people, processes, and
technologies to drive meaningful transformation in teaching and learning.

What sets us apart?
Turnkey Education Consultant

Quality Products

We bring a solid holistic outlook,
integrated approaches, and co-created
solutions along with hardware for all
your digital Education requirements.

We provide a wide range of quality digital
solutions suiting all your organizational
requirements. We customize our
interactive solution as per your need.

Professional Services

Affordable Prices

We are here to deliver excellence. Right
from understanding your requirement,
to providing hardware solutions along
with proper product consulting, we
ensure 100% satisfactory services.

We strive to provide all our bespoke
products & services at affordable
prices to help stakeholders create a
remarkable future.

Customer Support
We provide proper tech support along
with hardware integration to help our
clients use digital solution without any
flaws.

Time to adapt the 21st century modern
classroom – Where 3 R’s – Reading, Writing,
Arithmetic meets the 4 C’s – Critical thinking,
Creativity, Communication, and Collaboration.

We are building young Innovators in India!
Let us help you build your dreams.

Our Clientele
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